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Catalog Summary Information 

Here is summary information about your hosted catalog(s). The credentials given below are for 

the SampleSQCustomer site which allows you to view and search products like a JAGGAER 

customer. Click here to log into the SampleSQCustomer site. 
 

Supplier Information and Credentials 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 1" catalog (SupplierID 222210) has 333 products. 
Last updated on 12/5/2014. (Credentials - (NotAssigned) / (NotAssigned)) 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 2" catalog (SupplierID 222211) has 4444 products. 
Last updated on 6/15/2014. (Credentials - sqtestuser1 / pwdone) 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 3" catalog (SupplierID 222212) has 12345678 
products. Last updated on 1/1/2005. (Credentials - sqtestuser2 / pwdtwo) 

  

To log into your JAGGAER Portal to manage your catalog(s), click here. 

  
 

IMPORTANT:  

Are you prepared for JAGGAER Security Upgrade to TLS 1.1/1.2? 
 

 

About Loading Corporate List Price in USD Currency 
 

 

The suppliers with hosted catalog need to create a content submission to edit content in 
their hosted catalog and a price submission to edit pricing for products in the hosted 
catalog. One exception is that the Corporate List price in USD currency can be included in a 

content submission. However, note that this functionality is expected to be used only by 

Science Catalog suppliers. Such suppliers load a single Corporate List price in USD currency 
for all of their customers. This functionality allows them to edit content as well as the single 
price set that they have, using a single content submission.  
 
If you have a hosted enablement for your catalog with one or more customer(s), you need 
to use a price submission to load pricing for the customer(s). In such a case, even if 
technically you can include Corporate List price in USD currency with your content, please 

load it via a price file. You should use a price submission to load Corporate List price in USD 

http://go.jaggaer.com/e/472712/CAB00s0bS0yC0sIs1d0iH0f/hbzz3/92873332
http://go.jaggaer.com/e/472712/apps-Router-SupplierLogin/hbzz5/92873332
http://go.jaggaer.com/e/472712/Upgrade-To-TLS-1-1-AND-1-2-pdf/hbzz7/92873332


currency by itself or with any other pricing – private pricing for the customer(s) in any 
currency and List price in any currency. 
 
If you have any questions about this topic, please contact: 

Dr. Subodh Joshi at (919) 659-2223 or sjoshi@jaggaer.com 
 

 

Specifying Currency for a Hosted Price Set 
 

 

When using an Excel file for price submission, it is important to use ‘general’ or ‘text’ 
formatting for price set columns to avoid unexpected results. Here are the details. 
 

When a price set is provided in a price file to edit List Price, Private Price or Contract Price 

via a price submission, it is expected to have headers that indicate price set name and 
currency. The currency is indicated by using appropriate three-letter currency code, such as 
USD, GBP, CAD, EUR etc. With our 18.1 Product Release, which became effective on 8th 
April 2018, an Excel file can be used to create such a price submission. In an Excel file a 
value can be formatted as a ‘currency’. Such value is displayed with a currency symbol and 
commas as a thousands separator. However, this can cause issues and a value should NOT 
be formatted in this way. 

 The data loading tool considers only the currency indicated in the header. If it is not 
included, USD currency or the customer’s base currency is used for the values. As a 
result, when values are formatted as currency in Excel with currency that is 
different than the currency code in header or when currency code in the header is 

missing, the values will get loaded with incorrect currency 

 Even if the currency code in header matches the currency used in Excel format are 
same, the thousands separator can cause issues if it does not match what has been 
configured for data loading for your catalog 

Hence, if you are using Excel file to create price submission, be sure that all price set 
columns are formatted as ‘general’ or ‘text’. 

 

 

Second Evaluation of Data Completeness for 2018 
 

 

JAGGAER evaluates content of a hosted catalog to identify any data gaps three times a 
year. The second such scheduled evaluation will be performed on all hosted catalogs using 
data as of 26th May. Please review the content and make any edits if needed so that you 
can get the evaluation performed on latest dataset. The results of the evaluation are made 

available to customers who like to review them when deciding about enablements for their 
suppliers. 
 

The Data Completeness Reports (DCRs) that provide results of the evaluation will be made 
available in the July issue of the SupplierNews. 

 

 

Questions? 

  
 

mailto:sjoshi@jaggaer.com


For questions about topics in this newsletter, please contact: 
 

Dr. Subodh Joshi 
Email: sjoshi@jaggaer.com 

Tel: +1 (800) 233-1121, Option 2 
  

Request Supplier Support >> 
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